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a vulnerable estuary?  a vulnerable community?
Port Susan Bay Dike Breach (February 4, 2006)














What affects estuary habitat resilience and 
community vulnerability ?
- Protective infrastructure
- Grey  (engineered)




maps.coastalresilience.org/pugetsound (global CR network)
HOW















































































Port Susan Bay Dike Breach (4 February 2006)
12” sea level rise turns a 100-yr coastal 
flood event into a 10-yr event. 
24” sea level rise turns a 100-yr coastal 
flood event into an annual event.
Hugh Shipman
Sea level rise doesn’t matter.
It’s the waves that matter. 
How do marshes affect wave attack?
Modeling the performance of green infrastructure
www.coastalresilience.org
Coastal Defense green infrastructure tool 
maps.coastalresilience.org/pugetsound
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Coastal Defense green infrastructure tool 
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How do marshes affect wave attack?
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How do marshes affect wave attack?
pre-restoration post-restoration
B. RestorationA. Existing conditions
Multiple Benefit projects that restore ecosystems 
and protect communities
Jen Moslemi
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